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Ørsted Offshore: Global
overview
25+ years of experience and
unparalleled track record

America’s first
Block Island Wind Farm, 2016
30 MW

The world’s largest

The global leader in offshore wind
• 7.6 GW installed capacity
• 3.5 GW under construction
• 1,500+ turbines spinning
• 28 offshore wind farms in
operation

Hornsea 2, 2021
1.32 GW

The world’s first
Vindeby, 1991
5 MW
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Radial transmission provides the foundation of the offshore wind (OSW) industry

The global offshore wind industry has been built on
radial transmission, so far, for logical reasons
•

Avoids project-on-project risk: Concentrates risk on
the generator, providing incentive for transmission
and generation to be developed & operational
simultaneously

•

It was successful: The UK established itself as the
world leader in offshore wind development, and
built out about 10 GW of generation based on radial
transmission

However, advances in HVDC technology and an
accelerating need for clean energy have many
established markets, including UK, Netherlands, and
Germany exploring more scalable transmission
solutions…..and New Jersey too!
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New Jersey can benefit from lessons learned in Europe as it pursues SAA solutions

German shared transmission system began with
delays and damages, with seven OSW generators
delayed an average of one year

German experience
•

Between 2013 and 2016, German ratepayers
paid $1.2B in damages from delayed
transmission

•

Under the German system, the state-owned
transmission operator builds the shared
offshore system
o No competition

o No incentives to finish on time
o No system redundancy
o All costs associated with delays and cost
overruns passed along directly to
ratepayers
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Source: DIW study

NJ SAA supports the evolution of offshore wind transmission
GW / complexity

INTERREGIONAL
BACKBONE

✘

7.5+

Radial: Most efficient to secure first offshore wind
deployment in US waters
MESHED GRID

✓

Interregional backbone: Advanced
comprehensive planning; coordination between
PJM, NYISO, and ISO-NE and beyond

✓

✓

COD
Now

Source: Growth team

Meshed grid: Pre-commercial & operational risk
must be mitigated; begin comprehensive planning
with focus on technology readiness,
interoperability and reliability benefits

✓

RADIAL

~2

To unlock the full potential of offshore wind, a wellplanned transmission system needs to accompany
generation

2030s

2040s

All offshore transmission concepts need to work in
close coordination with the onshore transmission
upgrades to extract the best value for NJ ratepayers

Separation of transmission and generation in the offshore environment requires
thoughtful risk mitigation approaches
•

Achieving of timely commercial operations:
o Reward timely transmission delivery and
penalize delay
o Protect generators from transmission delay
through OREC flexibility

•

Maintaining transmission system reliability:
o Establish incentives for high transmission
system reliability; penalties for poor
performance
o Protect generators from for consequential
damage; establish rules for validating lost
production
Experience matters – Managing risks in the
offshore environment requires deep expertise
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Thank you

